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Every 3-Manifold Admits a Transverse Pair 
of Codimension One Foliations Which 
Cannot be Raised to a Total Foliation 

Atsushi Sato 

§ 1. Introduction 

Let M be an n-dimensional C~ manifold with or without boundary 
and let .fF be a CT foliation of codimension k of M (r> I). If 8M=I=0. 
then for each connected component (8M)t of 8M, each leaf of §" is 
assumed to be transverse to (8M)t, that is,· T,,? + T,,8M = T"M, x e (8M)£> 
or assumed to be tangent to (8M)t, that is, T",$' c T,,8M, x e (8M)" 
where T,,$' denotes the tangent space of $' at x. In the former case, the 
restriction of $' to (8M)" 

$'i(8M),={L n (8M)t; L e $'} 

is a CT foliation of codimension k (in this case we say $' is transverse to 
(8M),), and in the latter case, $'i(8M), is a CT foliation of codimension 
k -I (in this case we say $' is tangent to (8M),). Let '(g be another CT 
foliation of codimension I. We say '(g is transverse to $' if at every point 
x E M, dim (T,,$' n T,,'(g) = max {n-k-I, OJ. In this case we say '(g is a 
transverse foliation for $' or ($', '(g) is a transverse pair of M. If ($', '(g) 

is a transverse pair, let $' n '(g denote {Fn G; Fe $', G E '(g}. Then 
$' n '(g is a CT foliation of codimension m, where m=min {k+l, n}. For 
each leaf F of $' (resp. G of '(g), the restriction of $' n '(g to F (resp. G) is 
a CT foliation of codimension k' =min {n-k, I} (resp. I' = min {k, n-l}). 

In [13] we classified codimension one foliations transverse to the 
Reeb component of SI X D 2, and using this result we proved that the 
3-sphere S3 has a codimension one foliation which does not admit a 
transverse foliation of codimension one. Following this result, in [8] and 
[9] Nishimori investigated foliations transverse to a wider class of foliations 
of 3-manifolds containing the Reeb component, and he showed many 
other examples of foliations which admit no transverse foliations. Using 
a result in [8], Tamura showed that every 3-manifold has a codimension 
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one foliation which admits no transverse foliations ([12, Theorem D]). 
Let ffl' ... , ff n be C' foliations of co dimension one of an n-dimen

sional manifold M such that for eachj = 1, ... , n, ffj is either tangent or 
transverse to each connected component (aM)i of aM. Then we call 
(ffl' ... , ff n) a total foliation of M if for every point x e M, dim (Txffl n 
... n Txff n) = O. In contrast with the results stated above, for every 

closed orientable 3-manifold Hardorp [5] constructed a total foliation. 
In these contexts the purpose of this paper is to prove the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a Coo closed orientable 3-manifold. Then 
there exists a transverse pair (ff, (9') of transversely orientable Coo foliations 
of codimension one of M satisfying the following condition; 

(*) There does not exist a C l foliation £ of codimension one such that 
(ff, (9', £) is a total foliation of M. 

We say a transverse pair (ff, (9') of a compact 3-manifold M with or 
without boundary cannot be raised to a total foliation if (ff, (9') satisfies 
the condition (*) of Theorem 1.1. Then we see easily that a transverse 
pair (ff, (9') cannot be raised to a total foliation if and only if the one 
dimensional foliation ff ill (9' admits no transverse foliations of codimen
sion one. 

In Section 2 we construct a model transverse pair. In Section 3 we 
present a criterion which will be used in Section 4 to show that the model 
in Section 2 cannot be raised to a total foliation. Section 5 is devoted to 
the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

In the following sections, manifolds are assumed to be orientable and 
of class Coo, and foliations are assumed to be transversely orientable and 
of class Coo unless otherwise stated. We sometimes call a leaf of a one 
dimensional foliation an orbit. 

The author wishes to thank Professor 1. Tamura for his valuable 
advice and encouragement. He is also grateful to T. Nishimori and K. 
Yano for their helpful comments. 

§ 2. A construction of a model 

Let A k: T2--+T2, k e Z, be an orientation preserving Coo diffeomor
phism of the two dimensional torus T 2=R2/Z2 defined by 

Ak«x,y))=(x+k·y,y), (x,y)eR2/Z2. 

Let ~ be the one dimensional foliation of rz all leaves of which are parallel 
to x-axis: 
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where Ac={(X,y) E T 2 ;y=c}. 
We see A k preserves ~: 

AU=~· 

Then by constructing an isotopy which preserves ~, we easily obtain a c~ 
diffeomorphism A~: r---? T2 satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) A~ is isotopic to A k , 

(2) A~ preserves ~, and 
(3) the support of A~ is {(x, y) E T2; 1/4< y::;;; 3/4, x E SI}, 

where the support is the closure of the open set {(x, y) E T2; A~(x, y):;t= 
(x, y)} (see Fig. 2.1). 

A~ for k=l 

Fig. 2.1. 

Let P k be the total space of the T2-bundle over SI with A~ as monodromy: 

P k =T2 X[0, I]/(x,y, I)-(A~(x,y), 0), (x,y) E r. 
In what follows, when there is no confusion, we use the coordinate 
(x, y, t) of T 2 X[0, I] to specify a point of Pk. Let tr: Pk---?SI=R/Zbe the 
projection map defined by 

tr«x, y, t»=t (mod I), 

and q: T 2 X[0, I]---?Pk be the quotient map. Let:Fa be the bundle folia
tion of P k : 

and let ~a be the codimension one foliation of P k obtained by the suspen
sion of ~ by A~: 

Since A~ preserves ~, ~a is well defined. Then all leaves of :Fa and ~a 
are diffeomorphic to T 2, and ~a is transverse to :Fa. Furthermore, all 
leaves of :Fa n ~a are circles. Since:Fa and ~a are foliations without 
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holonomy, we have a locally trivial SI-bundle 1) over T2 whose fibers are the 
leaves of .'Fo n (10' Then by calculating the obstruction to the existence 
of a cross section of 7), we easily have the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. The Euler class X(1)of 7) is equal to k· [T2] E H2(T2; Z) 
with a suitable orientation. 

Remark. From Lemma 2.1 and a result of Milnor [7] and Wood 
[14], we see that for k=/=O, the transverse pair (.'Fo, (10) cannot be raised to 
a total foliation. 

In the following, we will modify.'Fo and (10' Let band e: SI~Pk 
be oriented simple closed curves in P k defined by 

b(y)=(1/8, y, 1/8), y E S\ and e(t)= (7/8, 1/8, t), t E SI. 

We denote the image b(SI) (resp. e(SI» also by b (resp. e). We see b is 
transverse to (10 and e is transverse to .'Fo (Fig. 2.2). Let 

N(b) = {(x, y, t) E P k ; (x-(1/8W+(t -(1/8W«1/16)2} 

and 

N(b),={(x,y, t) E Pk ; (x-(1/8W+(t-(1/8»2«3/32)2} 

be two solid tori containing b as their core circle. Let 

N(e) = {(x, y, t) E P k ; (x-(7/8»2+(y-(1/8W«1/16)2} 

and let 

N(e)' = {(x, y, t) E P k ;(x-{7/8W+(y-(1/8W«3/32)2}. 

By the condition (3) of A~, these are also solid tori containing e as their 

N(b) 

t-
Fig. 2.2. 
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core circle (Fig. 2.2). 
Now we modify .f70 and ~o in two steps as follows. 

Step 1. First we recall the notion of turbulization briefly according 
to [8]. Let K 1 : SI X SI X [0, 1]-+Pk-intN(b) (resp. K2 : SI X SI X [0,1] 
-+N(b» be a collar of aN(b) defined by 

K 1(8, y, s) = (((1/32). s+ (1/16». cos 2n"8+ (1/8), y, 

((1/32). s+(1/16». sin 2n"8 + (1/8» E P k - int N(b) 

(resp. K2(8, y, s) =(((1/16) - (1/32)· s)· cos 2rr8 +(1/8), y, 

((1/16)-(1/32) ·s)· sin 2rr8 + (1/8» E N(b». 

Letf: ]0, 1]-+[0, oo[ be a Coo function satisfying the following conditions: 
(fl) f(t)=O for all t E [1/2, 1], 
(f2) limtlof(t)=+oo, 
(f3) df/dt<O in ]0, 1/2], and 
(f 4) the submanifolds R X {O} and 

Fc(f) = {(f(t)+c, t); t E ]0, In, c E R, of kx[O, 1] 

form a Coo foliation of R X [0, 1]. 
Let .?It'l (resp . .?It'2) be a codimension one foliation of K1(SI X SI X 

[0, 1]) (resp. K2(SI X SI X [0, 1])) defined as follows: .?It'l consists of a com
pact leaf K 1(SI XSI X {O})=aN(b) and non-compact leaves 

{K1(8, [J(t)] + w, t); 8 E S\ t E ]0, In 

for W E SI =R/ Z, where [z] means z mod 1. .?It'2 consists of a compact 
leaf K2(SI X SI X {O})= aN(b) and non-compact leaves 

{K2(8, - [f(t)] + w, t); 8 E S\ t E ]0, I]} 

for W E SI=R/Z. 
Now let us remove ~0IKl(SlXSlX[0,lJ)UK2(SlXSlX[0,lJ)' and put .?It'l and 

.?It'2 instead. Then we have a codimension one foliation ~~ described in 
Fig. 2.3. We call ~~ a foliation obtained by turbulizing ~o around 
aN(b). Note that ~~IN(b) is a Reeb component. 

We can easily see that there are points on aN(b) at which .f70 is not 
transverse to ~~. Next we wish to modify .f70 so that it becomes trans
verse to ~~. Let SI' S2: SIXSIX[O, 1]-+Pk be embeddings of SIXSI 

X [0, 1] defined by 

SI(X, y, s)=(x, y, (1/8)-(3/32). s), 

S2(X, y, s)=(x, y, (1/8)+(3/32)·s), 

(x,y,s) E SIXSIX[O, I]. 
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b 

-
- ---t t 

slice at X= 1/8 

Fig. 2.3. 

Let g: [0, 1]-+[0, 1] be a Coo diffeomorphism of [0, 1] satisfying the follow
ing conditions: 

Let 

(gI) t<g(t) for all t E ]0, 1[, 
(g2) g is infinitely tangent to the identity at t=O and t= 1. 
Let a: SI-+Pk be an oriented simple closed curve defined by 

a(x)=(x, 0,1/8) E P k • 

Fb={(x, y, 1/8) E P k ; x E St, Y E SI} 

be a leaf of ff"o. Let //1 (resp. //2) be a codimension one foliation of 
SI(SI X SI X [0, 1]) (resp. S2(SI X SI X [0, 1])) such that //1 (resp. //2) is 
transverse to all [0, I]-factors SI({(X, y)} X [0, 1]) (resp. S2({(X, y)} X 
[0,1])), (x,y) E SIXS1, and the total holonomy homomorphism hI: 7r1(Fb) 

b 

-
slice at X= 1/8 

Fig. 2.4. 

-t 
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--,-.Diff[O, 1] (resp. h2 : 7r1(Fb)--,-.Diff[0, ID is given by h1([aD=id, h1([bD=g, 
h2([aD = id, and h2([bD =g. Now remove g:-O[Sl(S1XS1X[O,I])US2(S1XS1X[O,I]) 

and put Y'l and Y'2 instead. Then we have a co dimension one foliation 
g:-~ described in Fig. 2.4 such that g:-~ is transverse to ~~. 

Step 2. Since g:-~[NCC)' is a product foliation by 2-disks, we obtain a 
codimension one foliation g:-~' by turbulizing g:-~ around 8N(c) as in 
Fig. 2.5. Next we modify ~~. From the construction of the step 1, we 
see ~~ [Pk-int NCb)' = ~O [Pk-int NCb)" Let 

D={(x, t) E P; (x-(1/8))2+(t-(1/8))2«3/32)2} 

be a 2-disk in T2. Let Si and S~: (T2-intD)X[0, l]--'-'Pk-intN(b)' be 
embeddings defined by 

Si(x, t, y)=(x, (l/8)-(3/32).y, t), 

S~(x, t, y)=(x, (1/8)+(3/32).y, t), 

(x, t) E T2-int D and y E [0, 1]. 

Then we can define a codimension one foliation Y'i (resp. Y'~) of 
S/(P-int D) X [0, ID (resp. S2«P - int D) X [0, 1])) similar to the one 
in the step 1 as described in Fig. 2.6. Let ~~' be the codimension one 
foliation obtained by removing ~~ [SlCCT'-int D) X[O,I]) U S,CCT'-int D) x[O,I]) and 
putting Y'i and Y'~ instead. Let a': Sl--'-'Pk-intN(b)' be an oriented 
simple closed curve defined by 

a'(x) = (x, 1/8,0), XES'. 

Then the foliations Y'i and Y'~ have trivial total holonomy along a' and 

-
-.------ -------- -------.- c 

-t 

slice at X= 7/8 

Fig. 2.5. 
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y\ 1---------1 

-
~--------------~c 

-t 

slice at X= 7/8 

Fig. 2.6. 

have infinite cyclic total holonomy along c. Hence.9'~ and .9'~ have trivial 
total holonomy along the circle 

Si(8(T2 - int D) X {o}) = S~(8(T2 - int D) X {O}). 

In fact using a suitable isotopy of .9'~ (resp . .9'~) as in Fig. 2.7, we can 
assume 

and 

.9'~ Is.<aDX[O,l]) = ~~ IS'<aDX[O,l])' 

Thus we can glue ~~' to ~~IN<b)' along 8N(b)' to obtain a codimension one 
foliation ~~" of P k • We see easily that ~~" is transverse to ~~'. Let 

P=Pk-(intN(b) UintN(c» 

and let ~l (resp. ~l) be the restriction of ~~' (resp. ~~") to P. Let Tb 
be the leaf of ~l containing the circle 

{(O, y, 1/8) E P; y E Sl} 

and To the leaf of ~ 1 containing the circle 

{(O, 1/8, t) E P; t E Sl}. 

Tb and To are diffeomorphic to the I-punctured annulus SlX[O, l]-pl. 
In the following sections, we only consider P for k= 1. 
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slice at x=xo, 

25/32C;:xoC;:31/32 

-
-

Fig, 2,7, 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 

t= 1/32 t=7/32 
slice at x=x" 
1/32C;x,C;:7/32 

§ 3. The infinitely approximating null closed orbit property 

303 

The purpose of this section is to give a criterion for the non-existence 
of transverse foliations for a given one dimensional foliation (Theorem 3.3) 
which is a modified version of the one used in [12]. 

Let N be a (possibly non-compact) 3-manifold and let rp be an 
oriented C1 foliation of dimension one tangent to aN. We choose a 
Riemannian metric g on N. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. 

Definition 3.1. Let (N, rp, g) be as above. Let C: [0, 1]~N be an 
oriented smooth curve (resp. an oriented smooth closed curve). Then Cis 
called an e-orbit segment (resp. e-closed orbit) of (N, rp, g) if the following 
condition holds: 

(*) For every point x of C([O, 1]), we have 

Jl-gxCu, v)J<e, 

where gx is the metric on the tangent space TxN at x, u and v are the 
positively directed unit vectors tangent to rp and C at x respectively. 

An e-closed orbit C is called an e-null closed orbit if C is homotopic 
to zero in N. 

Definition 3.2. (N, rp, g) has the infinitely approximating null closed 
orbit property (O-N.C.O.P. for short) if for every positive number e, there 
exists an e-null closed orbit C of (N, rp, g). 

Theorem 3.3. Let M be a compact 3-manifold and let .'F be an 
oriented C foliation of dimension one tangent to aM. Let E(rp) denote the 
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union of all closed orbits with infinite holonomy of fjJ. If (M -E(fjJ), fjJIM-E(~)' 
gIM-E(~)) has O-N.C.O.P., then fjJ does not admit a transverse C1 foliation of 
codimension one. 

Remark. Since M is compact, the statement that (M -E(fjJ), fjJIM-E(~)' 
gIM-E(¢)) has O-N.C.O.P. is independent of a choice of g. 

For the proof, we need some lemmas. 

Lemma 3.4. Let (SI X D2, ff R) be a Reeb component of SI X D2 and 
let fjJ be an oriented C 1 foliation of dimension one transverse to ff Rand 
pointed inward along a(SI X D2). Then there exists a closed orbit with 
infinite holonomy of fjJ. 

Proof. Let T be a solid torus in int (SI X D2) such that aT is parallel 
to a(SI X D2), aT is transverse to ff R, and aT is near enough to a(S' X D2) 
such that fjJ is still pointed inward along aT. Since ff R IT is a product 
foliation by 2-disks, we have a projection map p: T ---+ S' such that 
{r'(t); t E S'} is ff R IT' For each closed orbit I of fjJ, we associate an 
integer k such that p*[I] =k· [S'], where [I] is the homology class of I. 
We call k the degree of I. Choosing an orientation suitably, we can 
assume the degree is a positive integer. Let Do= r'(O), 0 E S" be a leaf 
of ff R IT' By considering the first return map of fjJ on Do, we have a 
diffeomorphism f of Do into itself. By applying the Brouwer fixed point 
theorem for 1, we have a closed orbit 10 of fjJ whose degree is equal to 1. 
If the holonomy group of 10 is infinite, we are done. 

Consider the case when the holonomy group of 10 is finite. Let U be 
the union of all closed orbits with finite holonomy and let Uo be the con
nected component of U containing 10 , Since the holonomy group of an 
orbit with finite holonomy is conjugate to a cyclic subgroup of SO(2) (see 
for example [1]), we have 

( i ) U is an open subset of int T, and 
(ii) the closed orbits with non-trivial holonomyare isolated in U. 

Moreover 
(iii) if I is a closed orbit with holonomy of order k and the degree 

of I is m, then the orbit /' near I is a closed orbit without holonomy and 
the degree of /' is k· m. Let d be the degree of a closed orbit without 
holonomy in Uo• d is well defined from (ii). Then from (iii), we have 

(iv) the order of the holonomy of each closed orbit in Uo divides d. 
Let rr: (~, T, Uo)---+(fjJ, T, Uo) be the d-fold covering and let 1: 150---+150 be 
the first return map of~, where 150 is a connected component of rr-'(Do)' 

Note that 1 is conjugate to fd via the covering projection. Let 11 be an 
orbit through a point ofbd(Uo)=cl(Uo)-Uo and i, be a connected com-
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ponent of 11:- 1(/1), From (iv), j liianila is the identity map and hence j also 
fixes the point i l n Dj). Thus II is a closed orbit. Since II contains a point 
of bd(Uo), the holonomy of II cannot be finite. Thus II is a desired orbit. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there exists a codimension one 
CI foliation ofF transverse to cpo We will have a contradiction later. We 
may assume oM=fl. For, if oM*fl, then we consider the double 
(DM,Dff) of (M,ofF), where DM=MUaMM and D$;=ofFU,laM:F 
which is transverse to Dcp=cp U ~laMCP' and we can apply our argument to 
(DM, D:F). Since M is compact, there exists a positive number e small 
enough such that every e-closed orbit is transverse to ofF. Thus the 
assumption that (M -E(cp), CPIM-E(~)' gIM-E(~) has O-N.C.O.P. implies that 
there exists an e-null closed orbit C: Sl~M-E(cp) which is transverse to 
:F. That is, we have a continuous map F: D2~M-E(cp) such that 
Flan.=C, Then by a well-known method (see [3], [10], [11] and [2] for the 
CI-case), for any positive number a, we have a CI map P: D2~M satisfying 
the following conditions: 

(PI) PlaD' =FlaD" 
(P2) P is an immersion. 
(P3) P is in general position with respect to ofF; that is, for every 

point x e D2 there exists a foliation chart (U, 11:) of:F around P(x); P(x) e 
U, 11:: U~R, such that 11: 0 P is a Morse function. 

(P4) P is a-near to F, that is, d(P(x), F(x»<a for every point x e 
D2, where d is the distance on M induced from g. 

We choose a so that for every Reeb component (R, :FIR) of ofF, R~ 
SI X D 2, every point which is a-near to oR is contained in a tubular 
neighborhood of oR. 

By the simply-connectedness of D2 and the condition (P3), we see 
that the Haefliger structure P*:F defines a CI vector field X on D2 whose 
singular points are a finite number of centers and saddles (Fig. 3.1). 

From (PI) and the fact that C=PlaDI is transverse to ofF, we see X 
is transverse to OD2. We assume X is pointed inward on OD2. Further
more, by choosing P suitably, we can assume that for distinct singular 

center saddle 

Fig. 3.1. 
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points x, x' of X, F{x) and F{x') are on distinct leaves of oF. Then X 
has no saddle connections; that is, there are no orbits with the a-limit set 
and the co-limit set being two distinct saddle points. 

Then by the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, the a-limit set or the 
co-limit set of an orbit of X is one of the following types; 

(a) a center 
(b) a non-singular closed orbit 

. (c) a union of a saddle and a non-compact orbit 
(d) a union of a saddle and two non-compact orbits. 

We divide (d) into (dl) and (dJ according to Fig. 3.2; that is, (<4) is the 
case that a non-compact orbit is surrounded by the circle consisting of the 
saddle and another non-compact orbit, and (dl) is otherwise. 

• 0 ·0 
(a) (b) (c) 

C>O .€) 
(d l ) (d2) 

Fig. 3.2. 

Then from the Novikov compact leaf theorem ([IO]), we have the 
following statements: 

(Nl) There exists a vanishing cycle, that is, a continuous family of 
mapslt: Sl~M, O<t<l, such that 

( i) It{Sl) is contained in a leaf L t e oF, 
(ii) 10: Sl4Lo is not null homotopic, and 
(iii) It: Sl~Lt> O<t<l, is null homotopic. 
Furthermore It{Sl) (O<t<l) is contained in F{D2) and F-l(ft{Sl» 

is a union of a finite number of circles of type (a), (b), (c) and (d) above. 
(N2) For every vanishing cycle It: Sl~Lt e oF, O<t< 1, such that 

10 is not null homotopic in Lo and It{O< t < 1) is null homotopic in L t, the 
leaf Lo is the boundary leaf of a Reeb component (R, oFIR) and L t is an 
interior leaf of (R, oF IR). 

We will show that the immersed disk F{D2) intersects E(ifJ). For this, 
we need the following assertion which is proved by considering an 
"inner-most" vanishing cycle on (D2, F* oF) (see [4] and [10]). 
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Assertion. There exists a subset Do of DZ which is a disk or a disk 
glued at two points on its boundary (Fig. 3.3) satisfying the following condi
tions: 

(i) aDo is a circle of type (b), (c) and (dz), and int Do= U ,I" where I, 
is a circle of type (a), (b) and (d). 

(ii) P(aDo) is not null homotopic in L o, and P(l,), I, c int Do, is null 
homotopic in L" where Lo (resp. L.) denotes the leaf of:F containing P(aDo) 
(resp. P(I,». 

Fig. 3.3. 

disk glued at two points 
on its boundary 

We show that for Do in the assertion, the image P(Do) intersects 
E(ifJ). By the condition (ii) of the assertion, there exists a collar N of 
aDo in Do such that N - aDo is a union of circles of type (b) and the 
restriction PIN: N--*M gives us a vanishing cycle. Hence by (N2) of the 
statements of Novikov's theorem, there exists a solid torus R(;;!;SIXDZ) 
in M such that :FIR is a Reeb component and P(aDo) is contained in aR. 
Furthermore we easily see that the homology class [p(aDo)] in H1(aR; Z) 
represented by p(aDo) is equal to a multiple of the meridian; 

where we identify R with S1XD2 and k E Z-{O}. By Lemma 3.4, there 
exists a closed orbit I of ifJ such that I cint R n E(ifJ). Moreover the homo
logy class [I] E H1(R; Z) (;;!;Z) of I is not zero. 

Assume P(Do) does not intersect I. First consider the case P(Do)cR. 
Then since [p(aDo)] is a non-zero multiple of the meridian in H1(aR; Z), 
P*[Do, aDo] represents a non-zero element in H1(R, aR; Z) (;;!;Z). Thus 
the intersection number of [I] and P*[Do, aDo] is non-zero and this con
tradicts the assumption. Next consider the case P(Do) ¢.. R. Take the 
connected component S of P-l(P(Do) n R) which contains aDo. Let as 
denote S - int S. peaS) is contained in aR. By the condition (i) of the 
assertion, as-aDo is a union of a finite number of circles of type (b), (d). 
By (ii) of the assertion, P maps these circles to null homotopic circles on 
aR. Then we can extend Pis: S--*R to a continuous map P': Do--*R 
such that P'ls=Pls and P'(Do-S) is contained in aR. If P'(Do) does not 
intersect I, then we have a contradiction by the same way as in the case 
P(Do) cR. This shows that peS) intersects I. Hence P(Do) intersects I. 
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By (F4) and the choice of 0, the same argument shows that F(Do) or F(S) 
intersects I. Since F is a map into M - E(rjJ) and Ie E(rjJ), we have a 
contradiction. This completes the proof. 

Proposition 3.5. Let (M, rjJ, g) be a triad of a (possibly non-compact) 
3-manifold, a C foliation of dimension one tangent to aM and a Riemannian 
metric on M. Let p; £1 -+M be a finite covering and let ¢= p*rjJ (resp. 
g= p*g) be the induced one dimensional foliation (resp. the induced metric) 
by p. If(M, rjJ, g) has O-N.CO.P., then (£1, ¢, g) also has O-N.CO.P. 

Proof If C, is an e-closed orbit of (M, rjJ, g), then each lift C, of C, 
is an e-closed orbit. If C, is null homotopic, then each lift C, is also null 
homotopic. Thus for every positive number e, we have an e-null closed 
orbit C, of (£1, ¢, g). 

§ 4. Main lemma 

Let P=P1-(intN(b)UintN(c)) in Section 2 and let rjJ be the one 
dimensional foliation determined by the intersection of leaves of ~1 and 
~1: 

We will choose an orientation of rjJ later. Let E(rjJ) be the union of closed 
orbits with infinite holonomy of rjJ. Choose a Riemannian metric g of P. 
The following lemma is important to the proof of our result. 

Lemma 4.1. (P-E(rjJ), rjJ!P-E(¢), g!P-E(¢)) has O-N.CO.P. 

In order to prove Lemma 4.1, we need to observe the behavior of rjJ 
near aN(b) and near aN(c). We observe it according to five cases (0-1) 
to (0-5) (Fig. 4.1). 

(0-1) Let L1 be a leaf of ~1 containing a point (1/8,0, t) E P, 0< 
t<1/32. Then L1 is diffeomorphic to a I-punctured torus r-pt, and 
the foliation ~l!Ll of L1 is described in Fig. 4.2. 

(0-2) Let L2 be a leaf of ~1 containing a point (l/8, 0, t), 1/32<t 
< 1/8. Then L2 is diffeomorphic to oo-punctured Sl XR- U, where U is 
diffeomorphic to ]0, I[XR, and ~1!L2 is described in Fig. 4.3. 

(0-3) Let L3 = Tb be the leaf containing the point (1/8,0, 1/8). L3 
is diffeomorphic to I-punctured annulus Sl X [0, 1] - pt and ~1!L3 is 
described in Fig. 4.4. 
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L, L, L,=T. N(b) 

t_ 

Fig. 4.1. 

J 
~------------------~ 

hole 

."1:-

Fig. 4.2. 

(0-4) Let L4 be a leaf of .'FI containing a point (1/8, 0, t), 1/8 < t < 
7/32. L4 is diffeomorphic to oo-punctured SI X R- U as in (0-2) and 
~ IILo is similar to ~ IlL •• 

(0-5) Let L5 be a leaf of .'FI containing a point (1/8,0, t), 7/32<t 
< 1. L5 is diffeomorphic to I-punctured torus P - pt and ~ IlLs is similar 
to ~IIL1' 

The behavior of ifJ near oN(c) is similar to (0-1) to (0-5). 

Lemma 4.2. E(ifJ) = (Tb n oN(b)) U (Tc n oN(c)) = {(x, y, 1/8) E P; x 
= 1/16, 3/16, Y E SI} U {(x, 1/8, t) E P; x= 13/16, 15/16, t E SI}. Therefore 
E(ifJ) is a union of four closed orbits on oN(b) U oN(c). In particular, 
7'CI (P-E(ifJ)) is isomorphic to 7'CI(P). 
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) \. .. , 

L,naN(6) 

Fig. 4:3. 

L,nDN(b) 

Fig. 4.4. 

---1--- holes 

• 1 

hole 

x-
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Proof. Leaves of .'F1 (resp. ~1) with non~trivial holonomy are aN(c) 
(resp. aN(b», Tb (resp. Te) and two le!l.ves which. are diffeomorphic to 
T"2- pt. By the observation (0-1), (0-3) and (0-5) ofthis section, we see 
that closed orbits with non-trivial holonomy are only on Tb UTe; and then 
we have E(cp) = (Tb naN(b» U(Te naN(c». This completes the proof.· 

The following is a presentation of the fundamental group of P. For 
two loops lX and [3, lX[3 denotes the loop [3 followed by lx. . 

Lemma 4.3. Let Po = (0, 1/8, 1/8) e Tb n Te be a base point of 7T:1(P). 
Let lX, [3, r, fl. and lJbe the homotopy classes of loops based at Po in Fig. 4.5. 
Then we have a presentation of 7T:1(P) as follows: 

(1) {lX, [3, r, fl., lJ} is a set of generators. 
(2) the fundamental relations are as follows: 

( I) [3-1lX-l[3lX=lJ, 
(II) fl.[3 = [3fl., 
(III) r-1lX-1rlX= fl., 
(IV) r-1lX[3r = [3. 

N(b) 

Fig. 4.5. 

t-

Proof. Let pI be the compact 3-manifold ~ith corner obtained Iby 
cutting P along T = {(x, y, 0) e P}, and let To=:={(x,y, 0) e PI} and Tl = 
{(x,y, 1) e PI}. Tis diffeomorphic to T"2-intD2. By moving Po along a 
path to p~=(O, 0, 0) and applying the HNN construction (see [6]) re
peatedly, we have the following presentation of 7T:tCP). Let lX, [3, fl. and lJ 
be the homotopy classes of loops in pI described in Fig. 4.5. Then, 
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(1) {a, (3, p, lJ} is a set of generators. 
(2) the fundamental relations are; 

( I) (3-la -l(3a=lJ, 
(II) p(3 = (3p. 

We see that the generators of It'1(To) are a and (3, and that the generators 
of It'1(TI) are the homotopy classes a' = [a'] and (3' = [b'], where a', b': SI-+ 

TI are defined by 

a'(s)=(s,O, I), 

b'(s) =(0, s, I), 

Let c: [0, I]-+P' be a path defined by 

c(s) =(0, 0, s), 

Then we have 

S E [0, I]. 

where c# denotes the isomorphism c#: It'1(P',P6')-+lt'I(P',P6),P6'=c(I)= 
(0,0, I), defined as follows: 

where c- I 0 a 0 c denotes the loop based at P6 obtained by the conjugation 
of a loop a by the path c. Since the monodromy map is A~: T2-+T2 of 
Section 2, we have 

ha'=a, h(3' =a(3, 

where f: TI-+ To is the gluing map. Then by the HNN construction, we 
have; 

(I) {a, (3, p, lJ} U {r} is a set of generators. 
(2) the fundamental relations are; 

( I) (3-la -l(3a=lJ, 
( II) p(3 = (3p, 
(III)' ha' =r(c#a')r-\ 
(IV)' h(3' =r(c.(3')r- l. 
(III)' is rewritten as a=rap-Ir-\ and then 
(III) r-Ia-Ira=p. 
(IV)' is rewritten as a(3=r(3r-\ and then 
(IV) r- Ia(3r=[3. 

This completes the proof. 

Lemma 4.4. For every positive number 0:, the following homotopy 
classes in It'1(P-E(ifJ))=lt'I(P) can be represented by o:-closed orbits, where 
m and n are arbitrary integers; 
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(0) a, 
(1) a(rp.)m{3n, 
(2) a(rp.)mp.-I{3\ 
(3) lXlJ -I(r p.)m {3n , 
(4) alJ- I(rp.)mp.-I{3n. 

Proof. (I) First we prove (0). Let 

O'={(x, 1/8, 1/8) e P; 1/4<x<3/4} 
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be a segment with its end points PI =(1/4, 1/8, 1/8) and P2=(3/4, 1/8, 1/8). 
By the construction of oFI and ~I in Section 2, we have O'C Tb n Te. We 
construct an e-closed orbit representing a by joining the following five 
e-orbit segments. 

(i) Choose a point 

Pb,.=(1/32, 1/8, tb,.), 0«1/8)-tb,.<(1/2).(1/32)·e, 

so that the linear segment POPb,. is an e/2-orbit segment. Let L be the leaf 
of oFI containing the point Pb,.' L=Lo- U, where Lo is oo-punctured 
SIXR and U is an open disk in Lo (Fig. 4.3). Let Ao,s be an e-orbit 
segment joining Po to Pb,. obtained by smoothing POPb,. near Po and Pb,. so 
that Ao,. is contained in the slice {(x, 1/8, t) e P} and is tangent to Tb 
(resp. L) at Po (resp. Pb,.) (Fig. 4.6 (i». 

(ii) Let Ab,. be the orbit segment of ifJ on L which starts frompb,. 
and hits the slice {(7/32, y, t) e P}, and let qb,.=(7/32, 1/8, t~,.) be the 
other endpoint of Ab,. (Fig. 4.6 (ii». By the symmetry of the construction 
in Section 2, we have t~,.=tb," 

J 
.--_______ ,..lYS~2 

q 

N(b) 

Po 6 P, p, 

Ao,. 

x-

slice at Y= 1/8 A,•s 

Fig. 4.6 (i). 
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hole 

L 

Fig. 4.6 (ii). 

(iii) By (i) and (ii), we can assume the linear segment qb,.PI is also 
an el2~orbit segment. Let AI,. be an e-orbit segment joining qb,. to PI similar 
to AD,. so that AI,. is contained in the slice {(x, 1/8, t)e P} and is tangent 
to L (resp. Tb ) at qb,. (resp PI) (Fig. 4.6 (i)). . 

(iv) We join PI to P2 by q. 

(v) We construct an e~orbit segment joining P2 to Po by using ~l 
near oN(e) instead of :Fl' Choose points Pe,.=(25/32, Ye,., 1/8), and 
qe,.=(3l/32, Ye,., 1/8), O«1/8)-Ye,.«1/2).(1/32)·e. Let A2,. and is,. 
be e-orbit segments obtained similarly to (i) so that A2,. (resp. As,.) is con
tained in the slice {(x, y, 1/8) e P} and is tangent to the leaves of ~l at its 
end points. Let Ae,. be the orbit segment joining P e,. to q e,. similar to (ii). 

By joining the e-orbit segments AD,., Ab,., AI,., q, A2,., Ae,. and As,. in 
that order, we have an e-c1osed orbit representing the homotopy class a. 

(II) Next we· construct an e-closed orbit representing a[3n for 
arbitrary n e Z. Fix nand e. Let Pb=(1/32, 1/8, 1/8) be a point on Tb 
and let [3': SI~Tb be a loop on Tb defined by 

[3'(s) =(1/32, s+(1/8), 1/8) e P, s e Sl. 

Let J={(1/32, 1/8, t) e P; 3/32<t<1/8} bean arc one of whose end point 
is Pb' By the construction of :Fl in Section 2, we see that the leaf Tb e :Fl 
has holonomy along [3' and that the holonomy map f p': (fp,)-I(J)~J 
associated with [3' is an expan~ing diffeomorp~s~: 

f p,(1/32; 1/8, t) =(1/32, 1/8, t'), 

t'<t for (1/32, 118, t) e (h,)-I(J)-{Pb}' and 

fW(Pb)=Pb' 
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Fig. 4.7. 

( i ) If we choose a point p~ E J - {Pb} near enough to Pb, then the 
point (fp,)k(p~), for every k E Z satisfying Ikl:S:lnl, is contained in J. 

(ii) Let L be the leaf of .'FI containingp~ E J. If we choose p~= 
(1/32, 1/8, tb) E J - {Pb} near enough to Pb' then a point of o(p~) and a 
point of o«(fw)n(p~» is joined by an e-orbit segment on L, where o(p) 
denotes the orbit of 9 through P (Fig. 4.7). 

(iii) Let A~,. be an e-orbit segment on L constructed as above so that 
A~,e starts at p~, moves on o«(ffi,)n(p~» and hits the slice {(7/32, y, t) E P} 
on O«(ffiY(P~». Let q~,.=(7/32, 1/8, t~,.) be the end point of A~,. dif
ferent fromp~. If n::;t:O, then t~,.::;t:tb' But if we choose tb near enough 
to 1/8, we have t~,. arbitrary near to 1/8. Thus, if p~ is near enough to 
Pb' then there exists an e-orbit segment AI,. in (iii) of (I) joining q~,. to PI' 

(iv) Let Pb,. =(1/32, 1/8, tb,.), tb,. < 1/8, be a point of J near enough 
to Pb satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) there exists an e-orbit segment Ao,. in (i) of (I) joining Po to h., 
(b) Pb,. satisfies the conditions of p~ in (i), (ii) and (iii) of (II). 
Let a, Ae,. be orbit segments and let A2,., As,. be e-orbit segments in 

(I). By joining the e-orbit segments AO,., A~,., AI,., a, A2,., Ae,. and As,. in 
that order, we have an e-closed orbit representing a~n. 

(III) By changing an orbit segment A"F. for an e-orbit segment A~,. 
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similar to A~,. in (iii) of (II), we have an e-closed orbit representing 
a(rp)mfin for an arbitrary pair (m, n) E Z2. 

(IV) In order to represent ap-\ we choose Pb,. =(1/32, 1/8, lb,.), 
O<lb,.-(1/8)«1/2)·(1/32)·e instead of Pb,.' Then we construct an c
orbit segment on the opposite side of Tb to (I), and we have an e-closed 
orbit representing ap-I. 

By a construction similar to (II) and (III), we have an e-closed orbit 
representing a(rp)mp-'fin. If we construct an e-orbit segment on the 
opposite side of Tc to (I), then we have (XjJ- 1 and then alJ-'(rp)mfin. Lastly 
composing these constructions, we have alJ-'(rp)mp-'fin. This completes 
the proof. 

Note that a homotopy class represented by composing those in 
Lemma 4.4 is also represented by an e-closed orbit. 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. By the relations of Lemm 4.3, the classes of 
(1) and (4) of Lemma 4.4 are rewritten as follows: 

by (III) 

=rmafin. 

(4) alJ-I(rp)mp-lfin=fi-lafi(rp)mp-lfin by (I) 

= fi-'afi(r p)m-1r fin 

=fi-'afia-'rm-'arfin by (III). 

We set m= 1, n= -2 for (4). Then fi-' a firfi-2 is represented by an e
closed orbit. Set m= -1, n=2 for (1). Then r- 'afi2 is represented by 
an e-closed orbit. Hence the composition 

r- 'afi2. fi-'aWfi-2 = r- 'afiafirfi-2 

= (r- 'a firYfi- 2 

= fi2. fi- 2 by (IV) 

=1 

is represented by an e-closed orbit. This completes the proof. 

Theorem 4.5. (ff" 0'1) cannot be raised to a total foliation. 

Proof This follows from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.3. 

§ 5. Proof of the main theorem 

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. For this purpose we need 
some constructions used in [5]. 
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L, 

Fig. 5.!. 

Let 2 = Ll U L2 U La be the Borromean rings in sa described in Fig. 
5.1, where LI> L2 and La denote the connected components of 2. Let 
N(2)=N(L1) U N(L2) U N(La) denote a closed tubular neighborhood of 2. 
Let Pi (resp. A;) be a simple closed curve on aN(Li) which represents the 
meridian (resp. the longitude) for i = 1,2,3, that is, 

li*[Pi] =0 

/Ci*[Ai] =0 

in H 1(N(L i ); Z), 

in H 1(sa - int N(LJ; Z), 

where [Pi] (resp. [AiD E H1(aN(LJ; Z) denotes the homology class of Pi 
(resp. Ai)' and li* (resp. /Ci*) denotes the induced homomorphism of the 
natural inclusion 

li: aN(Li)-,;N(Li)' 

/C i : aN(Li)-,;Sa-int N(Li). 

Let PI and P=P1-(int N(b) U intN(c» be the 3-manifolds constructed in 
Section 2 for k = 1 and let 

Then we see that P-int U =P1-(int UU int N(b) U intN(c» is diffeomor
phic to P-(int N(u) U int N(v) U int N(w», where u, v and ware mutually 
disjoint circles parallel to three coordinate axes of the 3-dimensional torus 
Ta• Let pu: sl-,;au and Au: sl-,;au be oriented simple closed curves 
defined by 

Pu(O) =(0, (1/4). sin 2rrO + (1/2), (1/4). cos 2rrO), 

Au(O)=«(1/4)·O, 0,0), 0 E SI=R/Z. 

Let [p] and [[3] (resp. [J.i] and [rpD be the homology classes of HMN(b); Z) 
(resp. Hl(aN(c); Z» defined by the homotopy classes P and [3 (resp. J.i and 
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7p) in Lemm 4.3. Then the following proposition holds. For a proof, 
see [5]. 

Proposition 5.1 ([5, Proposition of Part Three of Chapter 5]). There 
exists a diffeomorphism 

satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) h(aU)=aN(LI), h(aN(b))=aN(L2) and h(aN(c))=aN(L3)' 
(b) if we choose suitable orientations of Pi and Ai for i = 1,2,3, then 

the following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) (hliJu)*([pu])=[Aa, 

(h liJN(b))*([P]) = [A2]' 
(h liJN(C))*([v]) = [A3]' 

(ii) the linking numbers 

with the right hand rule. 

(hl iJu)*( - [Au]) = [PI], 
(h laN(bJ*( - [~]) = [P2]' 
(h laN(c))*( - [7 p]) = [P3]' 

for i = 1, 2, 3, 

The following lemma is also contained in [5]. 

Lemma 5.2. (1) The closed 3-manifold obtained by the Dehn surgery 
with the coefficient + 1 along each connected component of the Borromean 
rings fL' = LI U L2 U L3 is diffeomorphic to the Poincare homology 3-sphere 
Q3: 

where [{ *} X am] = [At] + [Pi] in HIcaN(Li); Z). 
(2) Let Ii = S~ X {O} be a core circle of s~ X D~ (i = 1, 2, 3), and let 

p: S3--7Q3 be the universal covering of Q3 which is of 120 sheets. Then 
FI(li) (i=l, 2, 3) is a union of 12 fibers of the Hopffibration of S3: 

for i= 1,2,3, 

iij is a trivial knot, and lk(iij' iik)= + 1 (j *k). 
(3) Let Pi caN(Li) be the meridian curve of Li chosen in (b) of Pro

position 5.1 (i=I, 2, 3). Then FI(Pi) is also a union of 12 fibers of the 
fibration, and each connected component Pij (j = 1, .. " 12) together with 
iii' (j' = 1, .. " 12) forms a Hopf link such that 

lk(pij' iij')= ± 1. 
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Fig. 5.2 (i). 

aD'
Fig. 5.2 (ii). 
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Theorem 5.3 ([5, Main Theorem]). Let M be a closed orientable 
3-manifold. Then M has a total foliation (~, «f,.1f') satisfying the following 
conditions : 

that 

(1) ~,«f, and .1f' are transversely orientable and C=. 
(2) There exists a compact codimension 0 submanifold R of M such 

(a) R is diffeomorphic to Sl X D2, 

(b) ~IR is a Reeb component, and 
(c) «fIR (resp . .1f'IR) consists of two half-Reeb components (Fig. 5.2 

(i» (for the definition see [13]) and «flaR (resp . .1f'laR) is afoliation described 
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in Fig. 5.2 (ii), where the orientation of SI is suitably chosen. 

Though the condition (2) is not stated in the main theorem of [5], we 
can construct such a total foliation by using a method in [5]. We omit a 
proof of Theorem 5.3. 

Theorem 5.4. There exist C= codimension one transversely orientable 
foliations .'F' and '§' of SI X D2 satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) (.'F', '§') is a transverse pair, 
(b) .'F' is tangent to a(SI XD2), 

(c) '§'la(SlXD2) is afoliation as in Fig. 5.2. (ii), and 
(d) (.'F', '§') cann()t be raised t(J a total foliation. 

, \ ' 

Proof Let:F1 and '§1 be ~odimension one foliations of P with 
k= 1 constructed in Section 2. First we extend.'F1 and '§1 to the Poincare 
homology 3-sphere Q3. We easily verify the simple closed curve 

C={(O, (l/4)·cos21!"O+(1/2), (l/4). sin 21!"O); 0 E R/Z} 

on a U is homotopic to zero on U. By the definition of the oriented 
closed curves Au, fJ-u: sl-+au in the beginning of this section, we have 

[C]=[Au]- [fJ-u] 

From Proposition 5.1, we have 

Hence P is diffeomorphic to the manifold 

(S3-(intN(Ll)UintN(L2)UintN(L3» U S1XD2 
aN(L,) 

obtained by performing the + 1 Dehn surgery along Ll and then deleting 
intN(L2) and intN(L3). In particular we can consider PCQ3. By the 
construction in Section 2, we see .'F1 IaN(b) and '§llaN(c) are as in Fig. 5.3. 

[fJ-]--

Fig. 5.3. 
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From Proposition 5.1, we see FdaN(L.) and ~daN(L.) are as in Fig. 5.4. 

[~I=CCC 

=CCC 
Fig. 5.4. 

(A,JI:CCC 
:CCC 

Let It (i = 2, 3) be the core circles in QS defined in (2) of Lemma 5.2. 
Since [At]+[,ut]=O in H1(N(lt); Z), by choosing on aN(lt) a meridian 
which is homotopic to zero in N(lt), and a longitude which is homotopy 
equivalent to N(lt) suitably, we see FdaNu.) and ~llaN(I.) are as in Fig. 5.5. 

long. 

mer. 

Fig. 5.5. 

Let F R and ~ R be codimension one foliations of Sl X D2 such that 
(a) ~ R is transverse to F R, . 

(fi) F R is a Reeb component, and 
(n ~ R consists of two half-Reeb components (Fig. 5.2 (i». 

Since both of foliations on the boundaries are coincident, we can glue 
F R (resp. ~ R) to ~1 (resp. F 1) along aN(IJ and also glue :F R (resp. ~ R) 
to :F1 (resp. ~1) along aN(ls), and then we obtain codimension one folia
tions :Fz and ~2 of QS satisfying that ~2 is transverse to :F2, :F2Ip=F1 
and ~2Ip=~1' Then. by Theorem 4.6, we see that (:Fz, ~z) cannot be 
raised to a total foliation. Let :Fs= p* F2 and ~s= P*~2 be the foliations 
induced by p: SS __ Qs. Let ifJ=F1 n ~1 be the one dimensional foliation 
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in Section 4. Let P denote p-l(P) and let cp (resp. g) be p*rp (resp. p*g). 
Since p is a finite covering, E(CP) = p-l(E(rp)). Since (P-E(rp), rplp-E(~)' 
glp-E(~») has O-N.C.O.P. by Lemma 4.1, we see by Proposition 3.5 that 
(P-E(CP), CPlp-E(~)' glp-E(~») has O-N.C.O.P.. Hence by Theorem 3.3 and 
the fact that PcSs, we see that (ffa, ~a) cannot be raised to a total 
foliation. From (2) of Lemma 5.2, p-l(N(ls)) is a tubular neighborhood 
of a union of 12 fibers of the Hopf fibration of sa. Let N(la) be one of 
12 components of p-l(N(la))' Then since N(la) is unknotted, Sa-intN(la) 
is diffeomorphic to SlXD2. Consider ff'=ffsls3-intN'(I,) and ~'= 
~aISS-jntN(l.)' Since aN(c) is a compact leaf of ffl of P, ff' is tangent to 
a(Sa-intN(la)), so the condition (b) is verified. The condition (a) is 
obvious. Since Sa-intN(la) contains P, the condition (d) is verified. 
Now verify the condition (c). 

Note that the homology class represented by a compact leaf of 
<gllaN(e) oriented as in Section 4 is [r,u] E Hl(aN(c); Z). Hence by Proposi
tion 5.1, this is equal to -[,ua] in H1(aN(La); Z). Hence by (3) of Lemma 
5.2, a compact leaf of ~'laN(I.) and the core circle of N (la) form a Hopf 
link. This shows that a compact leaf of ~'laN(l.) and a core circle of the 
solid torus Sa-intN(la) also form a Hopf link. This shows that if we 
choose a longitude of a(sa -int N(la)) suitably, then ~'Ia(s'-int N(ls)) is as in 
Fig. 5.2 (ii), and we have (c). This completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold. 
By Theorem 5.3, we have a total foliation (ff, ~, £') of M satisfying (1) 
and (2). Let ff', ~' be codimension one foliations of Sl X D2 of Theorem 
5.4. Since ff (resp. ff') is tagnent to aR (resp. a(Sl X D2)) and ~ laR 
coincides with ~'Ia (S'XD')' we can replace ff IR (resp. ~ IR) by ff'(resp. ~'), 
and then we have the desired foliations. 
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